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About This Content

Devotion's DLC contains 15 tracks of game music, including Devotion theme song produced by the award-winning Taiwanese
rock band ‘No Party for Cao Dong’.

The album incorporated traditional Asian instruments and folk music to capture the ambiance of the 1980s Taiwan, with the
foley from everyday material to layer the eerie tone that leads you to an unease journey inside the protagonist’s family.

Track List

Devotion

Come on! Have a Bite

Wander into the Woods
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Have A Sweet Dream

Shall We Dine in?

Dripping Sanity

Merry-Go-Round

Birthday Grab

Leap of Blind Faith

Chime from Beyond

Crushed by Reality

A Way of No Return

TV Commercials

Lady of the Pier (Gong Li Fang)

Lady of the Pier (Du Mei Shin)
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hey thats pretty good. lul fake

also a really bad game. Think to Die is simple, but flawed, physics based game. It's free to play so it's worth your money but the
physics is bad enough I can't recommend it as being worth your time.

It's not a game I would normally have played but it's Greenlight process was noteworthy enough that it caught my attention when
it popped up in my Steam queue.

I'm not sure how it got through Greenlight. Submission guidelines weren't followed, the dev posted self pitying and
passive/aggressive comments, deleted masses of comments - including his own - and then deleted the entire submission.
Repeatedly. Four or Five times. It was quite a show at first but ultimately just became annoying.

The premise of the game is to kill your character (or characters) by walking them into spikes or touching the top of the white
box with their head. This is done by toggling switches and jumping off the other characters or trampolines. And that's where
Think To Die falls apart. It feels like there is a full 3D physics engine backing the little 3D characters whereas a simple 2D
engine might have served better.

Standing on another character is annoying as it's easy to slide off them. The trampolines are a nightmare of timing and bounce
around themselves. It's easy to walk into walls and become unable to jump but it's also possible to 'game' the game by wedging
the character in a wall and spamming the spacebar under the white block until they die.

A lot of effort has gone into all the wrong places. There are a dozen video options, including the ability to change detail and the
field of view. There's maybe a thousand polygons in a whole stage - why is a low detail setting needed? And it's a single fixed
size static stage - why change the FOV? Why any graphics settings at all?

For all that there doesn't seem to be any option saving. Everytime the game is started you're asked the video option questions
again, including if you want to invert the screen. I can't even think of another game that has that option - use your video driver if
you want to do that instead.

But depsite all the video options there is no way to rebind keys. A, D and space is it. I would have far preferred a cursor key
setup and anything other than R for reset.

I got to stage 25 before I got frustrated by the phyiscs and controls and gave up. In that time I didn't meet a significantly
challenging puzzle. It's all just variations on walk into the spikes or walk under the box. That's it.

I found Think To Die irritating. Everything from it's submission process to it's execution. There are better, free, platformer
puzzle games out there. Play Sutef instead - it's awesome.. I was honestly looking forward to play this.
The game in itself is quite interesting if it werent for the difficulty and repetitiveness.

Difficulty:
The whole difficulty is the enemy having a better start than you. e.g. You start with 3 basic units and the enemy with 2 basic and
2 advanced units. This may be fun at first but it gets unfair really really quick.

Repetitivness:
What you see is in the first level is what you get. No new units or enemies, or map based dangers.

. Same game mentality as the Nokia brick phone's game. Buy if you literally have nothing to do.. This game was really intense.
Even though the story concept wasn't so in-depth. The environment made it appealing. It's a good little game that's good for a
few scares. But don't expect too much from it.. INTENSE AND REALISTIC AIR COMBAT. Great graphics, great gameplay
and simple controls. A remarkable game on ww2 dogfight, more ; it runs on windows 10 64 bit absolutely fine. What would you
say to a platformer where you have to roll around a square? Not push, roll. The concept has been done well elsewhere, like with
your slick technicolor cube in EDGE, but you have to admit it's not the most appealing pitch in the world. You need a really
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sharp presentation or some enthralling puzzles to make that sort of awkwardness sing, and I suppose on some level Gravilon
tried to do that. It tried, but it definitely did not succeed.

Gravilon is a puzzle platformer where you roll a square around a bunch of floating lines. Other than some floaty movement and
dots you can touch to reverse gravity, the rolling is just as clunky as you're imagining. You can build up momentum to cross
gaps, which you'll need to do pretty much all the time, but it makes your box extremely difficult to control. And that's a pretty
core problem with the game, because not half a dozen levels in it gets blisteringly hard. You'll start being expected to make long
precision jumps and clutch gravity flips, and falling off the level or touching deadly yellow lines starts the whole level over.

There are a few extra tools you have to overcome these difficulties, like a slow-motion button and the fact that when you die or
reset, your previous square remains in the level. But rather than supporting your efforts, these mechanics become required
before even warming you up to how they work. All of this takes place in a gray void with the next and previous levels visible in
the back and foregrounds, which sounds cool except they're all made of the same black lines and blend together into a visual
mess. Add a plain-text menu that looks like fifteen minutes of placeholder programming, and you have an unpolished,
unbalanced ball of frustration on your hands. And it doesn't even roll right.

I'll be the first to sing the praises of a fresh take on the vast platformer genre, even if it doesn't pan all the way out. But Gravilon
is a transparently lazy attempt at using a gimmick to push a poorly-designed game. Anyone with functioning eyes should see the
problem with the layered levels right away, and if you somehow get past that you really, really should be questioning the fun
factor of precision maneuvering with a rolling square. No one seems to have caught these fatal flaws and so Gravilon sits here,
mired in its failings like a wagon with square wheels.

Did you enjoy this review? I certainly hope so, and I certainly hope you'll check out more of them at 
https://goldplatedgames.com/ or on my curation page!. A stylish & difficult physics puzzler somewhat in the vein of Gravitron. I
love the Lego-like ability to build and modify your ship with newly found parts.

Very challenging :)
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Simple, but great game that is very difficult but incredibly entertaining.. Worked for me. I had 2 runs and though the map and
the main story stay the same, it was fun.. not at all what i expected. Fun to play. Looks great. Sounds great. Get it if you like
arcade shmups.. I bought this one because I saw it was developed by Razzart Visual, like Love Ribbon and Starlight Vega were.
Although it's far from these two, it's still a decent game. I narrowly recommend it.. it is a very powerfull tool which i like a lot. i
absolutely recommend this! (i want to see more animated filters pls :)) if photoshop is a 9 and paint is a 3. this app is a 8.5 :).
Here to learn English. Wish I had seen\/read the negative reviews before I bought it
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